The purpose of amendment 0001 to 15-SN-0005 is to answer questions received in response to the Special Notice as follows:

Q#1: What page limit would you like for the technical section of the proposal?

A#1: The technical section of the proposal shall be no longer than 30 pages. See amendment below.

Q#2: Is there any frequency of reports - written and in person that you desire?

A#2: Page 39 on the Long-Range BAA 15-001 states that: "The following are sample reports that are typically required under a research effort:

- Technical and Financial Progress Reports
- Final Report"

Q#3: Do you want samples as deliverables?

A#3: No. Page 39 of the Long-Range BAA 15-001 states that: "Grants do not include the delivery of software, prototypes, and other hardware deliverables."

The Special Notice is amended as follows:

Section V, final paragraph, add the following:

1.) The technical section of the proposal shall be no longer than 30 pages.
2.) Frequency of reports shall be quarterly.
3.) There shall be two (2) in person meetings per year; one (1) for the annual program review and another for at ONR or a conference.